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A BSTRACT
Children exhibit extraordinary exploratory behaviors hypothesized to contribute to the
building of models of their world. Harnessing this capacity in artificial systems promises
not only more flexible technology but also cognitive models of the developmental
processes we seek to mimic. Yet not all children learn the same way, and for instance
children with autism exhibit characteristically different exploratory strategies early in
life. What if we could, by developing artificial systems that learn through exploration,
model not only typically development, but all its variations? In this work, we present a
preliminary analysis of curiosity-driven agents in social environments that establishes
links between early behavior and later acuity, with implications for the future of both
diagnostics and personalized learning.

1

I NTRODUCTION

Human infants exhibit a wide range of interesting, apparently spontaneous, visuo-motor behaviors —
including navigating their environment, seeking out and attending to novel objects, and engaging physically
with these objects in novel and surprising ways (Fantz, 1964; Twomey & Westermann, 2017; Hurley et al.,
2010; Hurley & Oakes, 2015; Goupil et al., 2016; Begus et al., 2014; Gopnik et al., 2009). In short, young
children are excellent at playing — “scientists in the crib” (Gopnik et al., 2009) who intentionally create
events that are both fun and greatly informative for driving the self-supervised learning of sensorimotor
and social planning capacities (Fantz, 1964; Sokolov, 1963; Goupil et al., 2016; Begus et al., 2014; Kidd
et al., 2012). Harnessing this sort of capacity in artificial systems promises not only more flexible learning
technologies but also cognitive models that will further elucidate early childhood learning.
Evidence suggests that Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) children exhibit characteristically different
exploratory learning behaviors. Children with autism exhibit atypical, uncreative object play, (Beyer &
Gammeltoft, 2000; Rettig, 1994), impaired predictive capacity (Sinha et al., 2014), lower facial gaze
and mutual attention (Shic et al., 2014; Jones & Klin, 2013; Moriuchi et al., 2016), and abnormalities of
sensory perception (Robertson & Baron-Cohen, 2017; CE et al., 2013). What if we could model not only
typical development, but the full diversity of human developmental variability (Fig. 1)?
In this work, we analyze a “population” of agents put in an environment meant to loosely represent early
childhood learning in social environments: stimuli look either animate or inanimate, and inanimate stimuli
vary wildly (from static ones, to dynamic but predictable ones, to dynamic and unpredictable ones), and
the agent simply looks about. To decide what to look at, the agent is curious (Schmidhuber, 2010; Oudeyer
et al., 2007) — intrinsically motivated to take action as it tries to build a world model of its environment.
Within this population, we take implementation differences (specifically, in choice of the agent’s intrinsic
motivation) to represent latent factors that drive developmental differences. By observing both the agent’s
behavior and downstream world modeling capacity, we establish a predictive model that, if translated
to simulations that have the fidelity to capture early childhood learning, holds exciting implications for
diagnostics, therapeutics, and personalized learning.

2

M ODELING SOCIAL ATTENTION

Environment To simplify but faithfully capture key aspects of the algorithmic challenges children face,
we work with a 3D virtual environment (Fig. 2d). Within the environment there are two main agent types:
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Figure 1: Modeling human development. (a) Our overall goal is to build a computationally quantitative
model of the learning principles of early childhood, both for cases of typical and variable developmental
trajectories. (b) We develop the learning principles by which they operate within virual environments.
a single “infant-agent”, and various external agents. Just as very young human babies are not self-mobile
but can control their gaze to visually explore their surroundings, our infant-agent is represented by an
avatar fixed at the center of the room but with the ability swivel around, obtaining partial observations
of whatever is in view at the given moment. The external agents are spherical avatars that each act
under various hard-coded policies embodying abstract versions of the behaviors of real-world stimuli,
both inanimate and animate. We experiment with external agent behaviors of increasing complexity and
animacy, including static (no motion), periodic, noise, object-reaching, chasing, playing “peekaboo”, and
mimicry. See https://bit.ly/2uf7lEY for video descriptions of the environment and external
agent behaviors. The task of the infant-agent is to learn to predict the behaviors of the external agents.
Since external agents are devoid of surface features, the curious agent must understand behaviors based
on spatiotemporal kinematics alone.
Learning predictive models of other agents. The infant-agent’s neural network consists of two components: an agent-interaction-centric world model, which seeks to learns to predict dynamics of external
agents, and a curiosity-driven controller which uses a novel variant of progress curiosity Schmidhuber
(2010) to choose swivel actions (e.g. allocate attentional resources) that make world-model learning more
effective. Agent-centric World Model: (Figure 2a) Our infant-agent learns to predict the dynamics of its
environment via an agent-interaction-centric world model ωθ . ωθ consists of an ensemble of component
cc
networks {ωθk }N
k=1 where each ωθ k independently predicts the forward dynamics separately, for each
minimal group of interacting external agent(s). This agent-interaction-centric world model differs from a
standard “joint” (non-agent-centric) model in that it allocates the parameters and learning gradients in a
causally disentangled fashion. For example, one external agent reaching toward and pushing around static
objects is allocated a separate world-model component than another external agent playing peekaboo with
the infant-agent. If multiple external agents are causally interacting with each other (e.g. one agent chasing
or mimicking another), they are allocated a single joint component of the world model. In this work, we
manually feed the infant-agent knowledge of the causal graph of external agents; in future work estimating
this from observations is a key goal. Progress-driven Controller: (Figure 2b) We propose γ-Progress, a
scalable progress-based curiosity signal which approximates learning progress by the difference in the
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Figure 2: Modeling social attention. Proposed (a) agent-interaction-centric world model and (b) curiosity
signal to facilitate learning in social environments. In a pilot study, we compared (c) simulation of our
artificial agents with (d) data from a human experiment and observed similar attention patterns.
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Figure 3: Computational Models of “developmental variability.” By varying (a) world model architecture, we see differences in end-state external-agent prediction performance. By varying curiosity
signal, we see (b) difference in sample complexity and end-state performance, as well as in (c) behavior
timecourses, specifically on an animate-inanimate attention differential. (d) Aggregated differences in
animate attention.
losses of an old model and a new model. The old model weights, θold , lag behind those of the new model,
θnew , with a simple update rule: θold ← γθold + (1 − γ)θnew , where γ is scalar mixing constant. The
curiosity reward is:
R = L(θnew ) − L(θold )
(1)
Our controller πφ follows an -greedy sampling scheme with respect to a Q-function Qφ trained with the
curiosity reward in Eq. 1 and updated with the DQN Mnih et al. (2013) learning algorithm.
Model Evaluation. We trained our proposed model on variety of situations with different compositions
of external agent behaviors. Looking at the trained model’s behavior, we find that it appears to be able
to learn to predict the behavior of a wide array of external agents, across the spectrum of animacy. See
https://bit.ly/31vg7v1 for visualizations of our model’s predictions.
We believe that the key reason that the infant-agent equipped with this two-component active-learning
world model was able to capture a wide range of external agent behaviors is that it learned to properly
allocate its attention, e.g. spending more time focusing on complex animate external agents, as seen
in Figure 2c. This increased animate-inanimate attention differential corresponds to a characteristic
attentional “bump” that occurs early as the γ-Progress curious agent focuses on animate external agents
quickly before eventually “losing interest” as prediction accuracy is achieved.
Comparisons to human attentional allocation. Our model is a very rudimentary hypothesis for how
babies allocate attention in social settings. To begin to examine the extent to which this hypothesis
is accurate, we ran a simple pilot human subject experiment (Figure 2d) in which we conveyed static,
periodic, animate, and noise stimuli to twelve human participants via spherical robots moving along a
mat, while measuring patterns of attention via a mobile eye tracker. We find average fixation proportions
favoring the animate stimuli, just as in the computational model. We also find a similar ordering of
aggregate attentional fixation across multiple kinds of stimuli. In follow-up work, we aim to make a finer
model comparison to the behavior of humans shown a diverse array of stimuli.

3 S OURCES OF VARIABILITY
What happens to external agent prediction performance and animate attention when we vary components
in the model? To evaluate the effect of varying the structure of the agent-interaction-centric architecture,
independently of controller choice, we produce datasets for offline training for each task and train the
world model to convergence. We compare the performance of the agent-interaction-centric world model to
a parameter-matched joint LSTM architecture that takes as input and predicts all external agents together,
with no agent-centric disentangling. As seen in Figure 3a, the agent-interaction-centric (disentangled)
architecture significantly outperforms the entangled model on final external-agent prediction.
To evaluate dependence on curiosity signal, we measure both end-state prediction performance and
sample complexity (rate of reduction in loss with respect to the number of environment interactions). We
compare performance of γ-Progress to a range of potential variants, including: δ-Progress (Achiam &
Sastry, 2017), RND (Burda et al., 2018), Disagreement (Pathak et al., 2019), Adversarial (Stadie et al.,
2015), and a simple Random policy. Fig. 3b shows end performance (first row) and sample complexity
(second row). γ-Progress has higher end performance on all baselines and all tasks. γ-Progress has lower
sample complexity than Disagreement, Adversarial, and Random baselines on all behaviors, and RND
and δ-Progress on all but one behavior, tying on stochastic chasing.
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Figure 4: Early diagnostic analysis (a) Attention-differential diagnostic achieves better diagnostic
accuracy than direct social performance measurement in critical early phase — in computational modeling
experiment. (b) Factor analysis hypothesis: curiosity signal determines attention, which determines final
performance. (c) Lightweight wearable suitable for measuring response to diagnostic stimuli.
Baselines display two distinct modes in failing to exhibit animate attention (Fig 3c). The first is attentional
indifference, in which it finds no particular external agent interesting. The second failure mode is white
noise fixation, where the observer is captivated by the noise external agents. Non-progress-based curiosity
signals exhibited both kinds of failure mode but were more dominated by white noise. RND, a novelty
measure, exhibited both types of failure at a lower rate. δ-Progress, a direct information gain measure,
had no white noise failure but frequently led to attentional indifference as the new and old world model,
separated by a fixed time difference, were often too similar to generate a useful curiosity signal. We
also found (data not shown) that γ-Progress exhibited indifference when γ was too small, but robustly
succeeded across all behaviors for sufficiently large γ. Overall, emergence of animate attention is highly
correlated with prediction performance, suggesting that γ-Progress succeeds because its improved ability
to flexibly estimate information gain allows it to focus on more informative interactions.
Obviously this is a very preliminary investigation of sources of variability in social prediction performance
and attentional allocation. Our hypothesis is that variability in a computational model, whether this one or
some future better model, will describe the underlying mechanisms behind social behavior variability.

4

T OWARDS MODEL - BASED DIAGNOSTICS .

As mentioned above, Autism Spectrum Disorder is characterized by both differences in low-level attention (Jones & Klin, 2013; Constantino et al., 2017) and high-level social acuity (Hus & Lord, 2014). Yet
currently, ASD diagnosis is done by expert clinicians, using only observations of high-level behaviors (Hus
& Lord, 2014). This method is subjective, expensive, and too late — the average diagnosis comes after 4
years of age, often preventing interventions during a critical period of development.
Motivated by these observations, we sought to determine, using computational models whether the
easily-measurable low-level attention could be used as an early indicator of high-level social prediction
performance. In this interpretation, the attention a readily observable behavioral metric, and performance
represents some more difficult-to-obtain measure of social acuity. Variation in curiosity signal would, in
this account, be a latent correlate of developmental variability. To perform an early indicator analysis,
we thus train two statistical regression models to predict the final end-state social performance of each
variant of our computational agents: (1) PERF≤T , which takes performance before time T as input, and
(2) ATT≤T , which takes attention before time T as input. As seen in Figure 4a, ATT≤T is an effective
predictor of late social performance, and in fact, throughout most of the timecourse, a more accurate
indicator than direct measurement of early-stage model performance itself. The overall situation is
conveyed by the factor diagram Figure 4b.
This analysis, which establishes a link between early behaviors and downstream social acuity differences
via latent factors, is obviously just a toy model. Its translation into higher-fidelity simulations of early
childhood learning, however, holds exciting possibilities in diagnostics, therapeutics, and personalized
learning. If variations in simulated agents can represent the learning process of diverse human populations,
then such a link enables us to search, entirely in simulation, for stimuli that elicit easily measurable
behavioral responses that differentiate between underlying factors of variation which in turn predict
differences later in life. Such diagnostics could be performed cheaply using lightweight AR/VR devices
(such as those shown in Figure 4c) that will soon emerge. In the long run, if computational modeling
approaches to developmental variability are able to correctly describe patterns of behavior across the
population and produce effective diagnostics, a natural extension will be the development of model-based
therapeutics tested in simulation.
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Appendix
Here we provide details of the early indicator analysis and a regression of what factors (curiosity signal,
architecture, external agent behavior) best predict animate/inanimate attention ratios.
.1

D ETAILS OF EARLY INDICATOR ANALYSIS

We look to predict final performance Pfinal of a given agent, which we take to be the average of the final
four validation runs. To make the modeling problem simple, we discretize this into a classification task
by dividing validation performance into 3 equal-sized classes (“high”, “medium”, and “low”, computed
separately for each external agent behavior), intuitively chosen to reflect performance around, at, and
below that of random policy.
We consider two predictive models of final performance, one that takes as input early attention of the
agent, and the other, early performance. Early performance may be quantified simply: given time T
(“diagnostic age”) during training, let P≤T be the vector containing all validation losses measured up to
time T . Early attention, however, is very high-dimensional, so we must make a dimensionality-reducing
choice in order to tractably model with our modest sample size. Hence, we “bucket” average. Given
choice of integer B, let
anim
rand
anim
rand
A≤T,B = (f0:anim
, f0:rand
, f (B−1)T
),
T
T , f T 2T , f T 2T , . . . f (B−1)T
:
:
:T
:T
B

B

B

B

B

B

B

(2)

B

anim
rand
where fa:b
and fa:b
are the fraction of the time t = a and t = b spent looking at the animate external
agent and random external agents respectively (so A≤T,B is the attentional trajectory up to time T
discretized into B buckets).

Finally, both models must have knowledge of the external agent behavior to which the agent is exposed
— we expect this to both have an effect on attention as well as the meaning of early performance and
expected final performance as a result. Let χBHR be the one-hot encoding of which external animate
agent behavior is shown.
We then consider models
1. PERF≤T , which takes as input P≤T and χBHR , and
2. ATT≤T , which takes as input A≤T,B and χBHR .
Figure ??b shows the plot of PERF≤T and ATT≤T accuracy as T varies. We see that, up to a point,
ATT≤T makes a better predictor of final performance, and then PERF≤T dominates. This confirms the
intuition that attention patterns precede performance improvements. Intuitively, early attention predicts
performance by being able to predict the sort of curiosity signal the agent is using, which predicts the full
timecourse of attention, which in turn predicts performance.
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